2 Day Handgun Level 2
Cost $350.00
This course is designed to teach and develop the handgun skills needed in a real
world combat environment. We emphasize safety, awareness, precise
marksmanship, and efficient movement. We desire for you to have the skills,
mindset, and training methodology needed to continue to train yourselves.
This 2-Day Combat Pistol Level 2 course is recommended for those that have
completed our Combat Pistol 1 course or similar through a recognized training
institution and have a thorough understanding of safe gun handling/manipulating
skills and handgun basics.
Topics covered will include:
• Safety
• Mastery of the fundamentals
• Accuracy
• Positional shooting and barricades
• Speed and efficient movement
• Shooting on the move
• Time management at various distances
• Reloads and stoppages
• Strong-hand and “other-strong-hand” shooting
• Multiple shots on multiple targets
• Diagnostic evaluation of your weapon platform
• Testing to simulate shooting under stress
• Night/low light shooting
• “The Set-up” Training methodology and drills
• Accessories, weapon setup, gear, sights, optics, ballistics, cleaning/lube

Some drills require physical exertion and an elevated heart rate. Civilians, Military,
and LE members are encouraged to wear their gear and weapons as they would for
their application. Days are typically 9-10 hours in length with a short lunch break.
Certificates are given upon successful completion of shooting tests.

Ammo Requirements: 800-1000 rounds of pistol ammunition per person.
Prerequisite (one of the following):


Successful completion of Combat Pistol 1



A certificate of completion or similar equivalent from recognized school

Training Schedule:
Arrive no later than 7:45 with training beginning at 8am. The first day will include
night fire so we will be taking both a lunch and dinner break, and ending no later
than 9pm. The second day will start at 8am and end at 5pm.
Equipment Needed:


Handgun with at least 3 magazines



Belt with hard sided holster and at least 2 mag pouches



Knee pads are recommended



Hat/Gloves encouraged



Clothing appropriate for the weather(Rain or inclement weather gear)



Eye and ear protection: you will need clear lenses for night fire also.



Snacks to keep your energy up



Water – stay hydrated!



Sun screen if needed.

Course includes: 20 hours of instruction and a certificate of completion.
Cost: $350
Most items on the gear list can be rented or purchased at the Pro Shop.
We recommend you wear comfortable shoes, long pants, and a durable shirt that
you don’t mind getting dirty.

